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1. The field defined

“We will limit our analysis to a domain which we will call the ‘phonemic clause’”. This is a
brief quote from Chomsky, Halle, and Lukoff (1956:70), a contribution to the Festschrift For
Roman Jakobson ‘on the Occasion of his Sixtieth Birthday’. This article has been credited with
providing “the first significant impact of generative work on the assumptions of American
structuralism” and establishing “a powerful prima facie case for the necessity of abandoning
structuralist assumptions in order to arrive at a coherent analysis of English suprasegmentals”
(Anderson 1985:313-314). Thus, in 1996, when the Utrecht University Workshop was held at
which the papers of this volume were presented, the research area of PHRASAL PHONOLOGY in
generative grammar was exactly 40 years old.1

Phrasal Phonology is one of the recognized principal areas of investigation of generative
research in the 1990’s. This is so because it deals directly with the extremely important theme of
the model of the grammar, by investigating the interaction or interface between syntax and
phonology. The standard generative model of the grammar is organized into components or
modules. These operate autonomously of one another, although input-output relations are
defined between them. The model below displays the assumed serial interactions of the
Lexicon-cum-Morphological Component (where Lexical Phonology is situated2), Syntax, and
so-called Post-Lexical Phonology:

Serial modular organization of the grammar

(1) Morphology ⇒ Syntax⇒ Post-Lexical Phonology

    ⇔
Lexical Phonology

The basic idea behind modular organization is that the different aspects of grammatical structure
are in principle independent. This is an empirical issue that is, however, well-supported by long
lists of observations about natural languages. This signals that information flows between
grammatical components must be limited, and any plausible model of grammar should do
justice to this relative autonomy. On the other hand, if seriality is equally motivated, interface
issues arise, i.e., intermodular information exchanges or mappings must be defined by which
information leaving one module as an output must be ‘repackaged’ so as to become the

                    
Notes

1. Elementary arithmetic leads to the correct conclusion that the Workshop was held in the year of the
100th anniversary of Roman Jakobson’s day of birth (Jakobson: 11 October 1896 - 18 July 1982). 

2. Recent studies in Lexical Phonology can be found in Hargus and Kaisse (1993), Wiese (1994), and
Kleinhenz (1996).



appropriate input to another module.
Against this background, topics of investigation in this field, ones that naturally can be

found represented in this volume, are the following:

- THE ISSUE OF DIRECT VS. INDIRECT REFERENCE . That is to say: is there only indirect reference
of phonology to syntax (to the syntactic information that, as it were, survives mapping), or is
direct reference possible as well (to syntactic information already present prior to mapping)?

- THE ISSUE OF THE TYPE OF SYNTACTIC INFORMATION . It would be a surprise to find that
simply all sorts of syntactic information are relevant to phonology. Thus, the information that
turns out to be must be precisely defined.

- THE ISSUE OF THE DIRECTION OF MAPPING . This is also known as the issue of Phonology-free
Syntax. In the serial organization of (1), the syntax feeds into the phonology. The reverse picture
evidently goes without empirical support, but phenomena appear to exist which in principle
warrant discussion of a bidirectional relation between syntax and phonology.

Finally, in some discussions an additional broad issue intermingles with topics of Phrasal
Phonology proper:

- THE ISSUE OF THE DIVISION OF LABOUR BETWEEN COMPETENCE AND PERFORMANCE . Exactly
which aspects of the empirical phenomena investigated in Phrasal Phonology should be
accounted for by the grammar, and which lie outside it?

This introduction is essentially a discussion of these issues, as they have been dealt with in the
core literature of the past 40 years. Its outline is historical. Section 2 below discusses the roots of
the field in early generative phonology of the 1960’s. Section 3 summarizes the major empirical
studies of the early 1970’s. Section 4 discusses the motivation for and the consequences of the
introduction of the theory of Prosodic Phonology in the late 1970’s, a framework that underlay
all work in the field in the 1980’s. Section 5 discusses further developments of this theory in the
1990’s, and specifically new models of the syntax-phonology interface. Section 6 deals with the
most recent approaches to the field, in Optimality Theory. Finally, section 7 offers conclusions.

2. The first attack

The quote at the beginning of this previous section is continued by the authors as follows: “...
the ‘phonemic clause’, following the terminology of Trager and Smith though our usage of the
term may not turn out to be co-extensive with theirs”. Trager and Smith’s (1951) An Outline of
English Structure is an attempt at providing an analysis of English grammar according to
structuralist principles, most notably the principle of the “prohibition against mixing levels”. In
the words of Hockett (1942:19): “phonological analysis is assumed for grammatical analysis
and so must not assume any part of the latter. The line of demarcation between the two must be
sharp”. This prohibition was a consequence of the empiricist methodological position of
structuralist linguistics, allowing only statements based on direct observation of the phenomena
under investigation (Trager & Smith 1951:8; Newmeyer 1986:5).

Part of Trager and Smith’s account was an attempt to come to grips with English
suprasegmental phenomena, including the patterns of English ‘compound stress’ and ‘phrasal
stress’. This attempt was judged by contemporaries to be less than successful. The point of the
Chomsky, Halle, and Lukoff’s seminal paper was to show that there is a simple set of rules that
‘generates’ adequate stress contours. These rules manipulate the binary distinction between
stressed and unstressed vowels (rather than the four suprasegmental phonemes of earlier
treatments); and an analysis with these advantages employs constituent structure that is
independently motivated to boot, by the syntax: the analysis “describes the distribution of
stresses in terms of a hierarchic organization which has morphological and syntactic



significance, this indicating a systematic relation between the phonological and higher levels of
linguistic analysis. [...] This correspondence leads to an overall simplification of the grammar of
the language, since the constituent structure once stated can be made to serve a variety of
functions” (CH&L:78). Within the phonemic phrase (i.e., Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, and so on)
two kinds of juncture can be found: when two words are separated by ‘internal juncture’
(compounds), the leftmost of two accented vowels survives as main stressed (líghthòuse); when
two words are separated by ‘external’ juncture (phrases), the rightmost of two accented vowels
survives (lìght hóuse). The analysis is proposed to be cyclic, i.e. a rule applies “beginning with
the smallest constituents and proceeding to larger and larger constituents” (CH&L:75). Using
Chomsky & Halle’s (1968) notation, one example runs as follows:

(2) [ [ [ [ John’s ]Det  [ [ [ black ]A   [ board ]N ]NP  [ eraser ]N ]N ]NP 

1 1 1 1
2 1
3 1 2

2 4 1 3  

Levels are happily mixed in this analysis: generative phonology got on its way. In other words,
the syntax-phonology output-input relation depicted in the grammar display in section 1 can be
considered motivated. Moreover, the argument clearly is one towards a direct reference relation
between syntax and phonology: the syntactic “constituent structure once stated can be made to
serve a variety of functions.”

Exactly a decade after CH&L, Bierwisch in an infrequently cited 1966 contribution to
the (East) Berlin published Studia Grammatica series entitled “Regeln für die Intonation
deutscher Sätze” took generative phrasal phonology one step further.3 Noting German cases
such as those below as examples of Phrasierungseinheiten,

(3) - Er untersuchte es / mit dem Mikroskop / aus dem Institut
- Er untersuchte es / mit dem Mikroskop aus dem Institut
-    * Er untersuchte / es mit dem Mikroskop / aus dem Institut
-    * Er untersuchte es mit dem Mikroskop / aus dem Institut
- Er untersuchte es mit dem Mikroskop / in seinem Institut

he goes on to observe that these Einheiten or units are domains for intonation contours, and:
“Bereits diese wenigen Beispiele zeigen eine enge Abhängigkeit der P[hrasierungs]E[inheiten]
von der syntaktischen Struktur wie auch wesentliche Divergenzen zwischen beiden. Da die für
die Intonation wesentlichen Phrasieringseinheiten nicht mit den syntaktischen Konstituenten
zusamenfallen, müssen wir zum besondere Grenzsymbole annehmen, deren Plazierung zwar
durch die Konstituentenstruktur mitbedingt wird, aber nicht mit ihr identisch ist. Wir stehen
damit vor einer anderen Situation als bei der Determinierung der Akzentverhältnisse. Für deren
Erklärung waren zwar von Chomsky, Halle, Lukoff (1956) zunächst auch besondere
Grenzsymbole angenommen worden. Später konnte dann aber gezeigt werden, dab diese
Grenzsymbole entbehrlich sind, weil die für die zyklischen Akzentregeln relevante Komplexe
einfach die Konstituenten der syntaktischen Oberflächenstruktur sind. [...] Ein ähnlicher
Verzicht auf spezielle Grenzsymbole ist bei der Intonation nicht möglich wegen der erörterten
Asymmetrie zwischen syntaktischer Struktur und Phrasierungseinheiten” (Bierwisch 1966:107-
8).

In principle, each square bracket in a surface structure (cf.(2)) is associated with a
boundary symbol (#). Phrasierungseinheiten are word-sequences enclosed by pairs of such
symbols. The discrepancy between, on the one hand, the domains which follow directly from
                    
3. The same issue (Studia Grammatica VII) contains Paul Kiparsky’s well-known paper “Über den
deutschen Akzent”, in which he applies CH&L’s theory to German.



the syntax and the actually observed ones on the other, is covered by processes of boundary
deletion, which come in two sorts: obligatorily, boundaries are deleted between clitics and
lefthand hosts (putting them in a single phrase), and optionally boundaries are deleted in deeply
embedded constituents (putting their words in a single phrase). The optional process is proposed
to be conditioned by a parameter p, which is “eine relativ abstrakte Größe, die unter anderem
vom Sprechtempo determiniert wird. Die werte, die p annehmen kann, laufen von o bis R,
wobei R nur durch außersprachliche Faktoren fixiert ist. [...] Wir geben mit dieser Annahme
nicht die Präzision unserer Erklärung von PE auf: Auch bei wechselnden p-Werten können
Phrasengrenzen nicht an beliebigen, sondern nur an strukturell bedingten Stellen liegen”
(Bierwisch 1966:117). A linguistic factor, however, that affects p is the number of syllables in a
phrase: ‘short’ phrases are unlikely to survive under any circumstances. The subdivision in (4a)
below seems to be much better than that in (4b),

(4) a. Dir habe ich / das Buch besorgt
b.  ?? Dir habe ich / das Buch / besorgt

and the crucial factor is the low number of syllables in the pair of phrases in the second
sentence.

In sum, Bierwisch’s article can be considered the complement of CH&L’s: accepting
that syntax must feed into phonology, the relation between the two is indirect: a mapping
procedure is needed converting the former’s output into the latter’s input. Moreover, Bierwisch
is the first to raise the competence/performance issue, proposing that a performance factor such
as rate of speech affects the operation of the mapping.

Chomsky & Halle’s The Sound Pattern of English (1968) has little to say about
phonological phrasing. Subsection 6.5. “Readjustment Rules” (pp.371-372) of section 6
“Boundaries” of Chapter 8 “Principles of Phonology” very briefly considers two issues in the
area of “discrepancy between the syntactically motivated surface structure and what is
apparently required as an input to the phonological component”. First, the authors consider the
fact that in the well-known example below “the intonational structure of the utterance does not
correspond to the surface structure”:

(5) [ This is [ the cat that caught [ the rat that stole [ the cheese ]]]]

Rather, “the sentence is spoken as the three-part structure this is the cat-that caught the rat-that
stole the cheese”. A (‘mapping’) readjustment rule can be imagined which adjusts the structure
of (3) to the one corresponding to the three-part structure required. C&H are surprisingly
skeptical about the status vis-à-vis the grammar of such a solution, however: “it can certainly be
argued plausibly that this ‘flattening’ of the structure is simply a performance factor, related to
the difficulty of producing right-branching structures such as [5]”. Second, they note that it “is
clear that the rules of the phonological component do not apply to strings that exceed a certain
level of complexity or a certain length, and that therefore certain readjustment rules must apply
to the syntactically generated surface structure to demarcate the strings to which the rules are
limited, that is, the [...] ‘phonological phrases’. We might, for example, try to incorporate into
the grammar certain readjustment rules which assign the feature [+phonological phrase
boundary] to the # boundaries associated with certain constituents and then impose the
condition that the transformational cycle cannot apply to a string containing this feature. [...]
The rules that introduce this feature will have to take account of syntactic structure, but they will
also involve certain parameters that relate to performance, e.g., speed of utterance. An
interesting attempt to develop such rules has been made by Bierwisch (1966). We have nothing
to add to his proposals, and we therefore omit any further discussion of phonological phrases”.

3. Phrasal Phonology in the first half of the 1970’s

In the 1970’s, a considerable number of studies concerned themselves with the research area of



Phrasal Phonology. There were two central topics. The first was a continuation of one from the
late 1960’s: the issue of the direct vs. indirect reference relation between phonology and syntax.
The second was that of the nature of and limitations on the kind of syntactic information that
can play a role in phonology; as one of the contributors to the debate sensibly pointed out
(Clements 1978:27), “the hypothesis that phonological processes may be conditioned by any
type of syntactic information at all [is] clearly inadequate”: “although it is capable of describing
all the types of syntactic conditions that we may ever expect to find constraining phonological
processes, it is also capable of describing an infinitely large class of conditions that could not
conceivably play a phonological role in natural languages; it is the weakest possible claim one
could make about the relationship between syntax and phonology”. Both topics were
beneficially affected by the introduction of so-called X-bar Theory in syntax by Chomsky
(1970). Three cases are worth presenting here, typical of the usual line of argumentation in
1970’s Phrasal Phonology. The languages involved are French, Italian, and Ewe.
 

3.1. The Phrasal Phonology of French

One core phenomenon of the research area of Phrasal Phonology is French LIAISON, in
traditional terms an example of ‘external sandhi’. In liaison, consonant-final morphemes have
two surface forms in combination with other (following) morphemes: the consonant surfaces if
a vowel follows, whereas the consonant is omitted if another consonant follows. Some typical
examples are those below. (As usual, liaison, i.e. retention of the consonant, is indicated by ∩,
deletion by /.)

(6) - dans ∩ une salle  vs.  dans / la salle ‘in a room’  vs. ‘in the room’
- des ∩ ennuis  vs.  des / problèmes ‘(of the) troubles’  vs. ‘(of the) problems’
- Paul nous ∩ apelle  vs.  Paul nous / repousse ‘Paul is calling us’  vs. ‘Paul rejects us’
- cet ∩ ambitieux  ∩ officier  vs.  cet ∩ ambitieux / professeur

‘that ambitious officer’  vs.  ‘that ambitious teacher’ 
- Les ∩ amis / enragent  vs.  Les / garçons / pleurent

‘The boys are getting mad’  vs.  ‘The boys are crying’
- Jeanne est ∩ allée voir le résultat ‘Jean has gone to see the outcome’
  Je suis ∩ arrivée trop tôt  ‘I arrived too early’
  Tu es ∩ un type minable  ‘You are a miserable person’
  C’est ∩ une personne bien ∩ aimable ‘He’s a very likeable person’

Liaison is a style-dependent phenomenon: all of (6) are data from Style I of Selkirk (1972), so-
called conversation familière; Style II is conversation serieuse et soignée, and Style III is style
soutenu. Style I is the “least elevated” style of speech, and it has the fewest liaison contexts;
thus, Style III has the richest reportoire of liaison contexts. Conversely, consonant deletion
occurs more often in Style I. Hence, if the phenomenon of laision is formalized as a rule of
deletion rather than insertion, as it is by Selkirk and many others, this Truncation rule covers
more cases in Style I than it does in Style III.

The data in (6) strongly suggest that the distinction between function words and content
words is relevant to liaison, in Style I. This can be translated into a grammatical analysis in the
following way. Suppose that word boundaries (#) are present in strings encapsulating major
lexical categories (N, V, A), and higher constituents; then the basic liaison context is the one
below:

(7) basic liaison context: ... P ] [ # Q ...

If Q starts with a vowel, nothing happens; if Q starts with a consonant, and if P is consonant-
final, the latter consonant is truncated by the phonological rule. The readjustment component of



the grammar enters the stage for those cases in which the output of the syntax must be
manipulated in Bierwischian fashion. In Style I, two such rules occur, in different capacities.
First, the distinction between mono- and polysyllabic function words is relevant; the latter never
allow their final consonants to participate in the liaison phenomenon: Vous avez/étonné tout le
monde ‘You have surpised everybody’. This is analysed by assuming a readjustment rule
inserting a boundary in the context ‘P__]’;4 the final consonants then become subject to the
phonological rule of ‘final consonant deletion’, which exists independently of liaison. (Selkirk
(1972:218-9) observes that this rule “represents the one case I know of where a language-
particular rule readjusting word boundaries adds #’s to the string that is the output of the
syntactic component”.) Second, liaison is completely regular in Adjective-Noun combinations,
irrespective of the number of syllables in the adjective; thus, another readjustment rule deletes
the (adjectival) boundaries between Adjective and Noun.

Clearly, if one wants to increase the number of liaison cases in this approach, the
following strategy is advisable: decrease the number of readjustment rules inserting boundaries,
and increase the number of (or generalize the) rules deleting them. This is exactly what is
proposed: boundary insertion is absent from Styles II and III, allowing for liaison in cases such
as the one just mentioned, and many others; boundary deletion is generalized from Noun
Phrases to Verb and Adjective Phrases, too. A case of very special interest occurs in Style III
(Selkirk 1972: 233-281; 1974). In this most formal style of all, inflectional elements enter into
the liaison phenomenon, and this behaviour is again captured by a boundary deletion
readjustment rule, the so-called X-Comp Rule. This rule is special in that it employs the
contemporaneously novel, post-Aspects and post-SPE X-bar theory of syntax, introduced by
Chomsky (1970). Selkirk shows that boundary deletion readjustment in French liaison benefits
from it. In Selkirk (1974: 581) boundary deletion is informally formulated as follows:

(8) X-Comp Rule (= boundary deletion)

A head Noun, Verb, or Adjective which is inflected may be in a liaison context with the
word that follows, if that word is in its Complement.

Some examples out of a very wide range of data are those below.

(9) - [ des enfants  ∩ [ en bas âge ]] ‘children at a young age’
  [ les savants  ∩ [ italiens ]] ‘the Italian scientists’
  [ des promenades  ∩ [ en voiture ]] ‘rides in a car’
  [ de vieux soldats  ∩ [ à moustaches grises ]] ‘old soldiers with grey mustaches’

- [ un marchand [ de draps  ∩  [ anglais ]] ‘a merchant of English sheets’
  [[ un marchand [de draps ]] / anglais ] ‘an English merchant of sheets’

- Elle donnait  ∩ un cours à l’université ‘she taught a course at the university’
  Est-ce que vous ecrivéz  ∩ à Paul? ‘do you write to Paul?’
  Tous les soldats maigrissaient / à l’exception de Louis

        ‘all the soldiers lost weight except for Louis’
- attentifs  ∩ aux conseils qu’on leur donne ‘attentive to the advice that’s given them’
  Les masses sont fidèles  ∩ à Rome ‘the masses are faithful to Rome’
  Les masses sont fidèles / à Rome ‘the masses are faithful in Rome’

As Selkirk quite correctly points out in her article (pp.376-377), the conclusions of her

                    
4. Selkirk (1972: 208) credits Milner’s unpublished 1967 work with showing “the necessity of
readjusting word boundaries in order to create the proper conditions for the phonological processes
involved in liaison environments”.



discussion work both ways: “The basic claim [...] is that the output of the syntactic rules, the
surface structure of a sentence, provides the underlying representation upon which the
phonological rules operate. The surface structure is simply a phrase marker whose essential
constituent structure is determined by the phrase structure rules of the base. Consequently, when
one adopts Chomsky’s X’ schema for the generation of deep structures, one will also have
surface structures representable in the X’ notation. Phonological rules must thus be seen as
operating on surface structures whose constituent structure is determined, in all relevant
respects, by the X’ schema”. The other way around, “even if its phonological environment is
satisfied, an external sandhi rule will not operate unless two words involved are in a particular
syntactic environment, that is, a phrase structure environment definable on surface structure. So
we see that the operation of phonological rules operating beyond the word is potentially
revealing of the phrase structure of the words affected by the rules”.

Two remarks are worth making with respect to the stylistic aspects of this analysis. First,
and importantly, the several liaison styles illustrate both approaches to the Phonology-Syntax
interface. Boundary readjustment rules are indicative of indirect reference; the X-Comp Rule,
on the other hand, is a clear case of direct reference. Secondly, explicitly assumed in the account
is the following general view of stylistically conditioned external sandhi (Selkirk 1972:209):
French-particular readjustment rules may be “present in the grammar of Style III, but not in the
grammars of Styles II and I. The stylistic approach, according to which each style has its own
grammar, its own set of rules, thus allows one to say that a liaison context is impossible in one
style, while possible in another”. Thus, ‘style’ in this account is proposed to be a grammatical
rather than a performance factor. This can be seen as an answer to Chomsky and Halle’s (1968)
remark to the effect that generally speaking the discrepancy between syntactic and phonological
structure should probably be considered part of performance rather than competence. Phrasal
Phonology would simply not exist as a research area if the precise opposite were not the bottom
line position of its advocates. In the work of Nespor and Vogel, which shall be addressed more
elaborately below, are presented three arguments in favour of the latter view. First, phenomena
such as these are clearly rule governed and native speakers have strong intuitions about them;
second, the rules involved are capable of introducing ambiguities, which is not a property of
performance rules; and third, the readjustment processes cannot for formal reasons be relegated
to the area of performance (Nespor and Vogel 1983:13-131). These latter authors point out that
arguments two and three are due to Langendoen (1975). This is the perfect transition to the next
case.

3.2. The Phrasal Phonology of Italian

Napoli and Nespor (1979)5 discuss the extremely interesting phenomenon of RADDOPPIAMENTO
SINTATTICO in a range of Italian dialects, especially in the Sicilian and Tuscan varieties,
although in mutually different forms. The phenomenon is frequent to the point at which in
“many areas of southern Italy, RS is present in almost every utterance of two or more words”. In
RS, word-inital consonants are lengthened in certain configurations, as in the very simple
example fa caldo ‘it’s hot’ [fá k:áldo]. In Tuscan, the phonological context of this lengthening
requires a stressed vowel immediately to the left of the target, and a sonorant immediately after
the target; in Sicilian, the former requirement is obsolete. The specific goal of the article is to
examine closely the syntactic environments for RS. That syntax plays a role, is clear from
examples such as those below:

                    
5. A preliminary version of this paper had been in circulation since 1976.



(10) a.  Perché [k:]arlo non é ancora arrivato? ‘Why has Carlo not arrived yet?’
     Che c’é un perché [k]arlo lo sa. ‘That there is a reason is known to Carlo’
b.  Devi comprare delle mappe di cittá [v:]ecchie

‘You must buy some maps of old cities’
     Devi comprare delle mappe di cittá [v]ecchie

‘You must buy some old maps of cities’

In the analysis, as in French, X-bar structure plays a decisive role, but the actual syntactic
condition on the RS rule turns out to be different from the French one. One important
characteristic of the analysis is that it completely lacks (readjustment) rules manipulating
boundaries: importantly, the authors dismiss this possibility as “ad-hoc” and “arbitrary”.

N&N assume that Italian X-bar structure is that of (11) below:

(11)  X’’

Specifier  X’

(complement)  X (complement) (complement)

Examination of the facts then reveals that RS works as follows:

(12) RS can apply between a word a and a following word b (where a is immediately
dominated by A, and b is dominated (not necessarily immediately) by B, only if A is a
left branch of the first node that dominates both A and B.

Examples illustrating this left branch analysis of Italian raddoppiamento sintattico are those of
(13).

(13) a. Ho visto [ tre caniN ] ‘I saw three dogs’
Mario [ ha fattoV tutto ] ‘Mario did everything’
È uscita [ proprio conP fretta ] ‘(She) went out really in a hurry’

b. [ È [ più [ chiaremente bravoA ]] ‘(He’)s more clearly good’
Ho visto [ tre [ grandi caniN ]] ‘I saw three big dogs’

c. Ho visto [ tre [ grandi caniN ] ‘I saw three big dogs’
[ Ha [ già parlatoV ]] ‘(He) has already spoken’

d. Ho visto [ tre [ gruN galleggianti ]] ‘I saw three floating cranes’
Carlo [ faV tutto ] ‘Carlo does everything’
È andata [ giùP per la scala ] ‘(She) went down the stairs’

e. Voglio [ una brocca [ d’acquaN rossa ]] ‘(I) want a pitcher of red water’

f. Voglio [ una broccaN d’acqua / rossa ]] ‘(I) want a red pitcher of water’
Ho visto [ tre [ grandi gruN / galleggianti ]] (cf. d.)
Ho visto [ tre [ caniN blu / misteriosi ]] ‘I saw three strange dogs’
Ho [ accompagnatoV Artù / nel bar ] ‘I accompanied Arthur into the bar’

The first five sets of examples (a.-e.) run from left to right through the syntactic tree; in each
case, RS applies to a word if its immediate lefthand neighbour is a left branch constituent. The
final set (f.) shows how RS can be blocked if this condition is not fulfilled. Like French liaison,
Napoli and Nespor’s analysis of RS “shows one more way in which the X’ notation of Chomsky
1970 can be used” to make generalisations concerning the notion of major lexical category.



“Furthermore, this analysis claims that phonological rules can have access to syntactic structure,
at least to surface structure. Thus the phonological and syntactic components of the grammar
cannot be perfectly discrete” (N&N 1979: 839). In this last sense, the RS analysis provides
evidence for the direct dependence of phonology on syntax, since the intermediary role of the
readjustment component is lacking.

3.3. The Phrasal Phonology of Ewe

Clements (1978)6 focuses on the Anlo dialect of Ewe, a Bantu language spoken in Ghana;
chronologically his work follows that of Napoli and Nespor on Italian. Anlo Ewe has a tone rule
by which a Mid tone is raised between two High tones (HMH→HRH): in, for instance,
underlying meL kpeH fleM-geH ‘I’m going to buy a stone’ /meM/ becomes /meR/ (in our
notation, tones follow host syllables). The operation of the rule, however, is hidden behind
further tonal effects; the raised tone spreads to its immediate neighbours, and in a final sequence
of two raised tones, the truly final one becomes high: [meL kpeR fleR-geH]. Consider the
following examples; each of them is essentially a simple binary branching structure:  

(14) [ aLtyiHkeM-oH ] →  aLtyiHkeR-oH →  aLtyiRkeR-oH
‘medicine, plur. cit.’

[ aLtyiH megMbeH ] →  ...  →  aLtyiR megRbeH
‘tree rear (=behind)’

[ kpoH-mM xoHxoH ] →  ...  →  kpoR-mR xoRxoH
‘saw-me already’

m’ [ aLtyiHkeM drzaH-geH ]→  ...  →  m’aLtyiRkeR drzaR-geH
       ‘I’m going to sell a stone’

m’ [ aMkoMduH fleM-geH ] →  ...  →  m’aMkoMduR fleR-geH
           ‘I’m going to buy a banana’

The rule operates on structures of the form [[ Y ][ X ]], in which X in the above examples is
represented, respectively, by the nodes Affix, N, Adv, and V (twice).

The interest of the Ewe data lies in cases in which raising is blocked. Consider those
below.

(15) meM yiM [ deH [[ toM ][ toH ]]] ‘I went [ to [[ river ][ side ]]]’
m’aMmeM yoH-geH [[ kaM ][ dyiH ]] ‘I person call [[ line ][ on ]]’
koMfiH [[ yiM ] [[ deH ][ keRtaH ]]] ‘Kofi went to Keta’ 
[ kpoH [[ anMyiH ]] ‘see bee’
yiR haHaM [[ kuH ]] ‘he, too, died’

The difference between the cases in (14) and those in (15) lies in the internal sequence of two [[
brackets in the latter set of examples, which results from phrasal embedding. Calling this
embedded phrase a left branch (with reference to Napoli and Nespor’s work), his definition of
the syntactic condition on the operation of the rule of Mid Tone Raising is the following: the
rule of Tone Raising is restricted to domains containing no left branches. As pointed out in the
introductory paragraph to this subsection, the theoretical upshot of Clements’s article concerns
two issues: it shows that Ewe can be analysed in a direct reference framework (i.e., readjustment
rules seem to be needed), and that an interesting restriction on the sort of syntax that can play a
role in cases of this type: rules can either be triggered (Italian) or blocked (Ewe) by ‘left
branches’ in independently motivated syntactic surface structures.
                    
6. Informally, this paper had appeared earlier in the Harvard Studies in Phonology 1, Science Center,
Cambridge, Mass., 1977 (pp.75-186).



4. The 1980’s: Prosodic Phonology

In the 1980’s, Phrasal Phonology underwent a spectacular change. Prosodic Phonology was
developed as a theory of the interaction between syntax and phonology, and one of this theory’s
main characteristics was the claim of the relative autonomy of phonological structure vis-à-vis
syntactic structure. In Bierwisch’s terms, the phenomena confirming an “Asymmetrie zwischen
syntaktischer Struktur und Phrasierungseinheiten” were found to be sufficiently frequent to
warrant such a view. In terms of the direct/indirect reference debate, the latter gained the upper
hand. One may also view this as a retreat towards pre-generative structuralism, but in fact a
necessary, empirically motivated, one.

Liberman’s (1975) dissertation entitled The Intonational System of English plays a
pivotal role in ‘Prosodic’ theorizing. Admitting that his “interest in intonation stem[med]
originally from work in syntax and semantics” and from “being frustrated at not being able to
factor intonation out of syntactic and semantic arguments with any confidence, not knowing
what it really was” (1975:7), Liberman developed a theory of stress, rhythm and intonation and
other phenomena from the same prosodic research area that still strongly makes its present felt
more than twenty years later. In fact, 1996 is exactly the year that this work can be said to have
come of age. Most well-known is the version of the theory that was regularly published as
Liberman and Prince (1977). Recall that in the analysis of English stress in Chomsky, Halle &
Lukoff’s 1956 paper (section 1 of this introduction), stress above the level of the non-complex
word is assigned by cyclically operating rules of compound stress and phrasal stress. In itself,
the notion of cyclic phonological rule is far from odd, but Liberman and Prince are able to show
that its status in accentual analyses is formally far from uncontroversial, and in any case in
several respect different from that in non-accentual ones. Generative phonology owes a lasting
debt to these authors for not making an attempt at patching up the old framework: they
introduce the theory of Metrical Phonology, which presents a completely novel view of stress-
related prosodic phenomena. Consider the case in hand. Metrical phonology agrees with its
predecessors (CH&L. SPE) that the most felicitous analysis of above-word English stress is one
which directly takes syntactic structure into account; from that point onwards, however, the
account could not be more different. Consider the two syntactically motivated and metrically
labelled trees below:

(16)

  s

                       s                 s

   w          s       w      w        w         s          w
kitchen   towel  rack John’s  black  board  eraser

The syntactic structure is taken as input for two rules that directly label nodes; these are rules of
phrasal stress and of word-level stress:
- in a phrase, the rightmost of any two sister nodes is labelled s;
- in words (including compounds), the rightmost of two sister nodes is labelled w, unless that
node branches.
The two metrical labels stand for (s)trong and (w)eak. They are properties of sister nodes, which
always have the binary strong/weak relation; hence stress now explicitly has the very desirable
property of being a ‘local’/’relational’ phenomenon rather than an absolute one expressed by a
‘multi-valued’ feature. Cyclicity is not required for the labelling procedure. The main stress of a
domain can be found simply by searching for the syllable exclusively dominated by s’s;
secondary stresses are definable as well, by similar procedures.

Although this is a phonological analysis of a prosodic phenomenon, it is not an example



of what is currently understood by Prosodic Phonology. The crucial step towards the latter, i.e.
towards a truly separate phonological subtheory of prosodic phenomena was taken in work by
Selkirk in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s (Selkirk 1980, 1981). The two essential aspects of
this subtheory are: the use of phonological hierarchical structure, and the occurrence in it of so-
called prosodic categories. Arranged in their hierarchical order, these prosodic categories are
those below:

(17) U = Utterance
 I = Intonation Phrase
Φ = Phonological Phrase
ω = Word
F = Foot
σ = Syllable
µ = Mora

. (C,V) = (Consonantal or Vocalic) Root Node (= ‘segment’)

Modern Phrasal Phonology is that part of Prosodic Phonology dealing with prosodic categories
from the Word upward. Since the Word is the maximal unit of the Lexicon, an alternative -
though not necessarily synonomous - term for Phrasal Phonology is ‘Post-Lexical Phonology’.
Crucial to an understanding of Phrasal Phonology is insight into the raison d’être of the
prosodic categories starting with the Word. Let us therefore see what motivates their
introduction, initially guided by the contents of Selkirk (1981). This discussion will be followed
by a brief summary of the theory of Prosodic Phonology espoused by Nespor and Vogel in the
mid-1980’s, and an addition to that theory by Hayes (1989). The final subsection deals with the
issue of Phonology-free Syntax, and shows how Prosodic Phonology may be involved in
preserving the interest of this principle.

4.1. Prosodic Categories motivated

The theoretical innovation of Selkirk (1981)7 lies in the notion of F-structure, i.e. in the
introduction of one of the prosodic categories of (17): the Phonological Phrase. These
phonological phrases are used in an indirect reference framework: rules of syntax-phonology
mapping are assumed to exist, not so very different from the readjustment rules employed in the
original liaison analysis, which now turn independently motivated syntactic surface structures
into phonological ones, containing phrasal prosodic categories. Essentially, the main mapping
rule singles out phrasal heads in a given structure, and then instructs one to assemble all
material to the left of that head and the head itself in a right-branching F-structure. thus, the
sentence in (18) below contains three consecutive phonological phrases, as indicated, although
its syntactic origin is a run-of-the-mill [[ NP ][ VP ]] sequence, with the major syntactic break
between professor and has.

                    
7. This paper was first read at the November 1978 UMass Workshop on the Mental Representation of
Phonology.



(18)                       s                         s                            s

             w          s                       w

   w                     s       w    w     w          s    w           s 

        w             s                                                            w   s
[ the absent-minded professor ] [ has been avidly reading ] [ on Marcel Proust ]
        s             w                                                 s   w

Notice the discrepancy between phonological and syntactic struture: the phonological
constituent [ has been avidly reading ] is composed of a sequence of left-branches of the VP-
subtree, but is not a syntactic constituent by itself. In two cases, the phonological structure has
internal word-stress indicated. The point is that this sentence is used to illustrate F-bound
applications of the so-called Rhythm Rule of English: when two metrical s’s are adjacent in a
tree (the situation of clash as defined by Liberman & Prince 1977), the leftmost (non-primary
stress) s is inverted with its weak sister; the result is a new clash-less representation. The F-
domain of the rule is especially clear when one considers an additional example such as ...the
theorem [ that Marcel proved ], in which the embedded phrase has the same metrical structure
as the final phrase of (18), but the Rhythm Rule is blocked because Marcel and proved are two
separate F’s. Apart from the fact that it illustrates this difference, (18) actually does not strike
one as a very fortuitous example: its first and last phrase correspond exactly to independent
syntactic phrases, and the only phrase that truly illustrates the discrepancy between syntactic and
phonological structure, the middlemost, lacks an instance of the Rhythm Rule: it seems that
avidly should have been replaced with an adjective allowing rhythmic adjustment - say, absent-
minded(ly).

Selkirk hints that the facts of French liaison will yield to a F-analysis, too, and concludes
that if her “claims about the existence and nature of F are well-founded, one cannot conceive of
prosodic structure as being a mere replication of syntactic struture, as is done by Liberman and
Prince” (Selkirk 1981:130). This is indirectism.

Higher up in the prosodic three, phonological phrases are dominated by Intonation
Phrase nodes. The intonational phrase is the domain over which an intonational contour is
spread, and it is made up of one or more phonological phrases; The minimal intonational phrase
is a single F, the maximal is one that includes all the F[‘s] of a sentence, and also possible are
any intermediary groupings; thus, the choice of how many F’s go into an I “is free, though
further research on the matter will undoubtedly reveal that considerations of length, and perhaps
even syntax, are involved.” This semi-free process of intonational phrase formation seems
strikingly similar to Bierwisch’s boundary deletion, conditioned by the “p parameter”. She goes
on to notice that so-called “boundary tones” are typically found at the edges of intonational
phrases, and so-called pre-pausal lengthening characteristically occurs between such phrases.
Finally, all I’s are assembled to a single Utterance.

With the introduction of prosodic categories, readjustment rules manipulating word
boundaries disappear from phonology altogether. Selkirk (1980) contains a discussion of a large
range of phonological rules of Sanskrit, and their possible prosodic domains. Its critical
contribution is the insight that prosodic phrasal phonology is not just a theory of the discrepancy
between syntactic and phonological structure, but as a healthy consequence obviates the need of
phonological analyses using and employing boundary markers. Recall that the earlier work of
Napoli and Nespor’s contained remarks to the same effect; Selkirk is now similarly glad to be
able to dismiss “boundary theory” because of its “unconstrained character” (1980:128): simply
too many ‘crazy rules’ are possible in grammars if boundaries are freely allowed to occur in
them as conditioning environments or, for that matter, targets.  



4.2. The Theory of Prosodic Phonology

Recall from section 3.2 that the Italian phenomenon of raddoppiamento sintattico functioned as
an example of direct syntactic conditioning of a phonological rule: word initial consonant
lengthening is conditioned by the Left Branch constraint, which takes syntactic surface structure
into consideration. Following Selkirk, work by Nespor and Vogel (1982, 1983, 1986) makes a
case for a prosodic reinterpretation of the phenomenon. One of the crucially attractive parts of
their proposal is the step towards a universal procedure of F-construction, which maps syntactic
structure onto phrasal structure. It reads as below.

(19) F-CONSTRUCTION
a.  Join into a F any lexical head (X) with all items on its non-recursive side within the

maximal projection and with any other non-lexical items on the same side.
b. A non-branching F which is the first complement of X on its recursive side loses its

label and is joined to the F containing X under a new node labelled F’. (opt.)

The main branch a of this procedure is similar to Selkirk’s, but the crucially new element is its
proposed universality. It makes use of the notion of ‘recursive side’ which is independently
motivated in the syntax of each individual language: one of the ‘core grammar parameters’ is
the choice between left and right for complements (and specifiers) with respect to the head of a
syntactic phrase. If the recursive side is defined, the non-recursive side is the one opposite to it.
Naturally, these properties are more easily supported in one language as compared to another,
but Nespor and Vogel agree with Selkirk that in English F is left-oriented, as it is in Italian: in
the latter language, strings of Adjectives typically occur to the right of a head (although in
marked cases one adjective may precede it: this is then included in the left-oriented F). Selkirk
proposed, too, that there is a certain amount of optionality in the way phonological phrases can
be combined into intonational phrases. As we shall see below, Nespor and Vogel agree, but they
also introduce optionality one level down by subbranch b of F-construction. This move is
motivated, they argue, by the facts of raddoppiamento sintattico.

In the Tuscan dialect in which the final stress condition on the left-hand word is
operative (see section 3.2.), the right-branching [[NP][VP]] structure below is again a good
example of the non-isomorphism between syntactic and phonological structure in the new
prosodic phrasal analysis (Nespor and Vogel 1986:171):

(20) [ ho ∩ v:ístoV ]F [ tre ∩ c:alibríN ]F / [ mólto scuriA ]F
‘I saw three very dark hummingbirds’

In many cases, this new analysis covers exactly the same facts as its much more directly syntax-
based predecessor: as long as there are in a syntactic phrase no complements to the right of the
head (in Italian), the predictions of the two theories are equivalent. Added to F-construction is a
second branch, however, of optional restructuring: if a righthand complement is a non-
branching F, it is joined up to the preceding F. Thus, Nespor and Vogel claim that a difference
exists between cases (a. vs. b.) such as those below; moreover, this difference confirms the
prediction made by optional restructuring:

(21) a. Devi contrare delle mappe [ di cittáN ]F / [ molto vecchieA ]F
‘You must buy some very old city maps’

Ne aveva [ soltante treN ]F / [ di bassottiN ]F
‘He had only three dachshunds’

b. [ I caribúN ]F  ∩ [ naniA ]F sono estinti
‘Dwarf caribous are extinct’

[ Se prenderáV ]F  ∩ [ qualcosaN ]F [ prenderáV ]F  ∩ [ tordiN ]F
‘If he catches something, he will catch thrushes’



The domain in which raddoppiamento sintattico takes place, can still be said to be a coherent
one, given restructuring conditioned by branching, and apparently the predicted difference
between obligatory and optional cases of RS has a basis in the empirical realm. Thus, not just
the universality of the mapping procedure is presented as an advantage over Selkirk’s original
work, but another crucial difference is that “in Selkirk’s proposal the phonological phrase may
not extend to include any constituent to the right of the head of a phrase” (Nespor and Vogel
1986:178).

The optionality of F-restructuring must be taken in Bierwischian spirit: “[I]t should be
noted that since the rule of F restructuring makes reference to the non-branching nature of the
complement of a given head, and thereby implicitly to its length, this directly reflects the
observation that length plays a crucial role in determining the application of RS, as well as other
phonological rules. [Moreover, t]here are additional nonsyntactic factors that play a role in
determining whether or not restructuring applies. For example, restructuring might turn out to
be more frequent in fast speech than in slow speech” (Nespor and Vogel, 1986:174). The second
half of the quote shows that after Bierwisch (recall his ‘p-parameter’) Phrasal Phonology has not
come very far in elucidating the competence/performance distinction. If the procedures are
essentially part of the grammar (their source being either language acquisition or U.G.), i.e. take
place in the post-lexical component, but their application is constrained by factors such as
speech tempo and the like (notice that the notion of length has received a formal
characterization), the current framework seems to harbour an element of globality comparable
to that allowed to some transformational rules of syntax in the early 1970’s, such as rules
proposed by Lakoff (1971) which were sensitive to the presuppositions of the sentence.    

Support for the new theory can be found in facts of English Stress Retraction:

(22) The [ kángaroo’s lifeN ]F is full of surprises
John [ pérseveresV gladly ]F
 vs. John [ persevéresV ]F [ gladly and diligently ]F

The domain of Stress Retraction is F, including F’s resulting from restructuring, which takes
place with respect to righthand non-branching complements.

(23) φ restructuring
A nonbranching φ which is is the first complement of X on its recursive side is joined
into the φ that contains X.

Retraction itself is considered an optional rule, and therefore inherently covers the optionality of
restructuring. (Notice that retraction is still lacking in .... the theorem that [Marcél proved]: only
complements can be restructured.) On the other hand, restructuring of F is not a property of
French, because liaison is not conditioned by the length of a righthand complement: its domain,
therefore, is simply (non-restructured) F. Another important observation about this model is
that although branchingness affects prosodic phrasing, it takes effect only indirectly, by
means of a restructuring, rather than directly, as a part of the mapping function. In section
5.1.2, we will return to this issue.

4.3. Further evidence for the Prosodic Hierarchy in Phrasal Phonology

Phonological phrases are assembled into units one level up in the prosodic hierarchy:
Intonational Phrases. Such intonational phrases, in their turn, are domains for a separate class of
sandhi rule. The typical characteristic of such a rule is that it applies in each of the conditions of
(24). An illustration is provided by the American English rule of ‘Flapping of t’ (Nespor and
Vogel 1982:244-6):



(24) John [ heard the story [ about Anne ]F ]I
(Phonological Phrase F contained in an Intonational Phrase)

John [[ met Anne ]F ]I
(restructured F contained in an Intonational Phrase)

John [[ met ]F [ Anne and Sue ]F ]I
(F and branching F contained in an Intonational Phrase)

[ Pat eats with her fingers ]I
(restructured Intonational Phrases)

[ Roger ]I [ alias the rat ]I [ eats only cheese ]I
(IP restructuring blocked)

In the prefinal example, a sentence-initial, single word Intonational Phrase, has been joined to
its righthand ‘heavy’ twin neighbour, creating a single IP in which flapping is allowed to take
place. The final example shows that a parenthetical serves as a member out of a small list of
‘obligatory I’s’. Failure of flapping of the final t of rat shows that restructuring does not take
place among relatively long IP’s; however, the at least equally important point accidentally left
unillustrated is that the parenthetical blocks restructuring of the short initial Noun Phrase
subject: flapping (one presumes) is impossible on a subject Pat preceding the parenthetical IP.
Of course, the phenomenon of intonation lends its name to the Intonational Phrase: “The
different possibilities ... for restructuring intonational phrases all contribute to the flexibility that
has been frequently observed in relation to the domains of intonation contours (see, among
others, Selkirk, 197[8], 198[4]; Bing, 1979). It is clear that as soon as this type of flexibility is
required in delimiting a constituent, the constituent cannot be isomorphic with any syntactic
constituent since syntax does not allow for the same type of regrouping of the components of a
aprticular string. In this respect, therefore, the phonological hierarchy differs significantly from
the syntactic hierarchy” (Nespor and Vogel 1986:196).

Intonational phrases are grouped into the prosodic category Utterance, itself again a
domain of phonological rules. One such rule is that producing ‘intrusive r’ in English. A rule
applying in the Utterance domain must exhibit the whole range of applications found in (25)
including the final one, and it does (Nespor and Vogel 1982, 249-250)

(25) I bet you don’t [ dare eat [ a raw-r-aubergine ]F ]I
(Phonological Phrase contained in an Intonational Phrase)

They go [ to America-r-in ][ the Spring of every leap year ]
(F and branching F contained in an Intonational Phrase)

[ His far-fetched idea ]-r-[ appeals to everyone ]
(across edges of Intonational Phrases)

[ The great continent ], [ Asia ],-r-[ evokes many mysterious images ]
(idem, involving a parenthetical)

4.4. One more domain: the Clitic Phrase

A striking characteristic of the lower levels of the prosodic hierarchy is that the true word spills
directly into the phonological phrase, and that phonological phrases can be quite large, larger in
fact than many intonational phrases. This is driven home by Hayes (1989)8 by dint of cases of
English Stress Retraction such as those below in (26); keep in mind that in English both a
specifier and a complement may precede the head of the syntactic phrase:

(26)     He reviewed [ Tènnessee’s polìtical situátion ]F
?? He visited  [ Mìssissippi ]F [ twíce ]F

                    
8. This article appears in a volume of papers presented at an international conference on metrical theory
held at Stanford University in 1984.



Hayes (1989:217) classifies the second example as “quite unnatural”. Given the dichotomy
between words and phonological phrases, and similarly that between content words and
function words, what seems to be conspicously lacking is a prosodic category of which the
single content word is the pivot, but which includes its immediate noncontent surroundings.
Hayes (1989) argues that this phrasal prosodic category is the Clitic Phrase, and shows that it is
a separate domain of phonological processes. Intriguingly, his principal example is taken from
English versification, and runs as follows.

In an analysis of poetic metrics, a match is established between an abstract metrical
pattern and the language material used by the poet. The most frequent pattern of English is the
iambic pentameter, which consists of (five) repetitions of a w-s sequence. An extremely
important finding is that linguistic w’s are unconstrained, and may occur all over the place in a
line; conversely, poetic activity and creativity takes place in the matching of linguistic s’s with
the pattern. Naturally, they are often matched with s-positions, but there exists a considerable
degree of variation between poets and poems in the way linguistic s’s are matched with poetic
w’s: Shakespeare is different from Milton is different from Donne, and so on (Kiparsky 1977,
Hayes 1983). Hayes’s paper shows that an argument in favour of the Clitic Phrase can be
gleaned from the trochaic tetrameter used in Longfellow’s Hiawatha.

In Hayes’s framework, a linguistic stress occurs only on a syllable of a content-word,
and the stress is defined as a grid-mark. Consider the six lines below; a grid-mark (x) is
represented by an accent, and we refrain from differentiating between heights of grid-columns
(i.e., merely indicate ‘stress’):

(27) a. Fírst a síngle líne of dárkness
Through the tránquil áir of mórning
As a sígnal to the nátions

b. And the crágs féll and benéath them
Músic as of bírds afár óff
From the lánd of the Whíte Rábbit
An atténdant and pípe-béarer

c. * The crágs féll and fár benéath them
* Sóunds from afár óff of músic
* At the Whíte Rábbit he áimed it
* Pípe-béarers and an atténdant

The lines in (a) and (b) actually occur in Longfellow, those in (c) are absent. The analysis of this
distribution is as follows. Define a Peak as a grid-marked syllable next to one lacking such a
mark. If one is concerned with the way grid-marked syllables are matched with w’s of the metre,
the lines in (a) are uneventful and regular, because there are no such syllables; the lines in (b)
show what a reasonable condition on the phenomenon seems to look like: a grid-marked
syllable can have this property if it is adjacent to Peak. The lines in (c) show that this condition
is too weak: they would be allowed, but are systematically absent. Hayes’s proposal is to focus
on a bracketing difference between (b) and (c): there cannot be any constituent lacking the
compensating Peak: compensating Peaks are absent from the constituents the crágs, afár,
Rábbit, and béarer, respectively.

This discussion raises the issue of what kind of constituency is relevant, and the answer
turns out to be: prosodic constituency. This is shown by data which involve cases in which two
adjacent stresses exhaust a morpho-syntactic constituent. Consider data such as those below:

(28) a. Like [ the trée-tòps ] of the fórest
* The trée-tòps of áncient fórests

b. From [ the grèat lákes ] of the Northland
* And from [ the grèat lákes ] of Northland

c. And [ in lòng línes ] waving, bending
* Waving [ in lòng línes ] and bending



In these cases we have to take into account that there are innermost binary constituents in which,
even though both syllables are grid-marked, one syllable serves as a Peak with respect to the
other: the left syllable in compounds, the right one in phrases. Binary compounds go with the
flow of the metre, and this is immediately explained by the analysis: trée can be a Peak to tòps,
but not the other way around. Curiously, however, phrases see their rising pattern ignored. In
(b), and similarly in (c), lákes can apparently not be the compensating Peak to grèat in the
constituent [grèat lákes]. Intuitively, the main stressed word should not be able to occur in w-
position, but this is exactly what happens. This leads to the following conclusion: rather than
[the [great lakes]], the bracketing [[the great][ lakes]] makes exactly the correct prediction, and
this bracketing is predicted by a theory that allows the Clitic Phrase to be a level of prosodic-
phrasal analysis intermediate between the Word and the Phonological Phrase.

4.5. Prosodic Phonology and Phonology-free Syntax

The above exposition has remained strikingly silent on one of the topics that was announced as
one of the core issues of Phrasal Phonology, namely the output-input relation between syntax
and phonology. It would be an understatement to say that the issue was left completely
undiscussed in the 1960’s through to the 1980’s, but as soon as morals from these discussions
were assembled into theoretically inclined overviews (Zwicky 1969, Zwicky and Pullum 1986)
the firm conclusion that in principle syntactic processes should be allowed to refer to
phonological properties never seemed to follow. This was stated as:

(29) The Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax
No phonological information is available to the syntax.

Thus, no language is known in which Wh-Movement is blocked precisely by an intervening
word beginning with a fricative.9

Another way of putting this is this: the syntax-phonology interface is asymmetrical: it
renders syntactic information accessible to the phonology (mediated by a kind of mapping as
we discussed earlier), but it never applies reversely, encoding phonological information such
that it may influence the application of syntax. This asymmetry is, speaking more generally,
an instantiation of the hypothesis of ‘strict autonomy of syntax’ (Chomsky 1965). If syntax is
strictly autonomous, then it cannot be sensitive to information stated in the vocabularies of
other modules.10

Pullum and Zwicky (1988) take on them the burden of explaining away any cases that
give the impression of a direct phonological influence on syntax. (Other work in the same
spirit is Vogel & Kenesei 1990 and Guasti & Nespor, this volume.) Pullum & Zwicky address
a range of alleged counterexamples to the Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax, which they
categorize as either (a) spurious generalizations, and cases (b) not due to a rule, but to a
preference or tendency, (c) due to an extragrammatical factor, (d) morphological rather than
syntactic, or (e) due to a universal phonological constraint, which need not be stated in the
rule.

In the literature on the phonology-to-syntax interaction, no doubt the most debated
phenomenon is Heavy-NP shift, which Pullum & Zwicky attribute to category (b):

                    
9. Although to naive readers the vry term Wh Movement may suggest otherwise.

10. A consequence of this view is that morphology cannot be ‘a kind of syntax’. Morphology is
known to be deeply influenced by phonology, especially prosody. This area of research has become
known as prosodic morphology (McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1993a; papers in Kager, Van der Hulst
and Zonneveld to appear).



(30) Heavy-NP-shift (requires prosodic ‘heaviness’ of shifted NP):
a.i   he threw [the letter which he had not decoded] into the wastebasket.
a.ii   he threw into the wastebasket [the letter which he had not decoded].
b.i   he threw [the letter] into the wastebasket.
b.ii *he threw into the wastebasket [the letter].

The heaviness condition on shifted NPs is interpreted by Pullum & Zwicky (1988:275-276)
not as a grammatical factor, but as a matter of preference, probably related to “processing
reasons (crudely, it is easier to complete a lengthy processing chore if there is nothing left on
the stack to return to when it is done).” However, as long as we have no conclusive evidence
for the processing explanation of the ‘heaviness condition’, we cannot completely rule out the
possibility that it involves a grammatical factor. Suppose it did, then what would be the
consequences for the syntax-phonology interface?

The standard explanation of the apparent phonological influence on syntax is known
as the ‘filtering’ model (dating back to Ross 1967, according to Pullum & Zwicky). Syntax
operates freely, outputting all-and-only syntactically well-formed structures as inputs to the
phonology. Imposing its own range of structural conditions, the phonological component
functions as a filter on the output of syntax.11 In the example at hand, of Heavy-NP shift, both
word orders (with and without shift) are syntactically well-formed, and hence both are input
to the phonology. Ungrammaticality will result in the phonology whenever a syntactic output
cannot be parsed into well-formed prosodic structures. For example, the phonology assigns a
prosodic phrase structure to the output he threw the letter in the wastebasket; but it would
reject he threw in the wastebasket the letter, presumably since this would involve a
nonbranching phrase (at the end of the utterance). In sum, what may appear as an influence of
phonology on syntax is apparent only: both components operate independently.

While the filter model formally preserves the properties of serialism and modularity, it
raises the urgent question of what actual interactions of syntax and phonology it actually
excludes. Does not this open the possibility of modelling any kind of phonological influence
on word order, by imposing it in a post-hoc fashion? This major topic of research in prosodic
phonology in the 1990’s will be dealt with in the following sections.

5. The 1990’s: Defining the Syntax-Phonology Interface

Much research on the syntax-phonology interface in the 1990’s focussed on the nature of the
syntactic information that is relevant to define prosodic phrasing. This section will summarise
the major positions in the recent literature with respect to this issue. First section 5.1 focusses
on the models of End-Based Mapping and Arboreal Mapping, both developed as alternatives
to Nespor & Vogel’s relation-based mapping model, discussed in section 3. Then section 5.2.
addresses the question of whether all phrasal phonology is syntax-blind.

5.1. End-Based Mapping vs. Arboreal Mapping

In earlier research a fair amount of agreement had been reached on the assumption that the
mapping accesses surface syntactic structure only (Selkirk 1984, Kaisse 1985, Pullum &
Zwicky 1988). It had also been widely observed that prosodic phrasing is largely insensitive
to information about lexical categories, an observation which invited generalisations in terms
of X-bar structure (e.g. Selkirk 1981, 1986; Nespor & Vogel 1986; see section 4.3 on phrasal
rules which refer to specific lexical categories).

                    
11. Compare the role of interface conditions in Minimalist syntactic theory (Chomsky 1993).



At present, competing theories of the syntax-phonology mapping differ mainly in
whether they attribute a key role to grammatical relations (relation-based mapping, Nespor &
Vogel 1986), phrasal rank (end-based mapping, Selkirk 1986), or branchingness (arboreal
mapping, Zec & Inkelas 1990).

5.1.1. End-based mapping

End-based mapping is founded on the idea that edges of prosodic domains coincide with
edges of syntactic constituents (Chen 1985, Selkirk 1986, Selkirk & Shen 1990). Mapping
accesses only one type of syntactic information: edges of X-bar constituents. Differences in
mapping between languages are due to parametric variation with respect to X-bar level and
the relevant edge of syntactic constituents. Or, as Selkirk & Shen (1990:319) state it:

(31) The Syntax-Phonology Mapping
For each category Cn of prosodic structure of a language there is a two-part parameter
of the form

Cn: {Right/Left; Xm}

where Xm is a category type in the X-bar hierarchy.
A syntactic structure-prosodic structure pair satisfies the set of syntax-
phonology parameters for a language iff the Right (or Left) end of each
constituent of type Xm in syntactic structure coincides with the edge of
constituent(s) of type Cn in prosodic structure.

This offers a highly restrictive theory of syntax-phonology mapping: all that is relevant to
mapping is X-bar level and the location of edges. That is, phonology is blind to information
about syntactic relations (head/complement, dominance, sisterhood, c-command), as well as
lexical category. Moreover, Selkirk & Shen (1990) restrict the X-bar levels referred to by (31)
to ‘syntactic word’ (Lexo) and ‘maximal projection’ (Lexmax). This restriction excludes any
reference to function words in the mapping (an idea dating back to Selkirk 1984).

Consider an example of end-based mapping in Shanghai Chinese from Selkirk & Shen
(1990). In this language a rule of Post-Focus Tone Deletion applies to items within a major
phrase. After a focus, material within the same major phrase (MaP) is realized within a
radically lowered pitch register:

(32)     Ti Tj ⇒ ∅
     |

(...focus...σ...)MaP

The prosodic phrase structure which defines the domains for Post-Focus Tonal Deletion is
obtained by the following mapping rule (Selkirk & Shen 1990:332):

(33) The Shanghai Chinese Major Phrase Rule:

Major Phrase: {Left, Lexmax}

Now consider a syntactic phrase marker and the Major Phrase structure imposed on it by
mapping. The left edges of Major Phrases are due to rule (4). Any material between a left
MaP edge and a following left MaP edge is organized into a single MaP. Or to put it more
directly, right prosodic edges are simply inferred from left edges under the requirement that
the complete utterance is parsed into MaPs:



(34) VP

PP       V’

NP

NP

  AP   NP   NP

P   A Prt   N Prt N V    N
( )( )( )( ) MaP

‘zaw ‘oN ‘geq �njiaw ‘geq ‘dou khe tshjaN
toward red bird head open gun
‘shoot at the red head of the bird’

Observe the lack of isomorphy between the syntactic structure and the prosodic structure. In
prosodic structure, the string /�njiaw ‘geq ‘dou khe/, which is not a syntactic constituent,
nevertheless behaves as a domain for Post-Focus Tone Deletion. This lack of isomorphism is
a typical effect of end-based mapping, while it is highly difficult to obtain under relational
mapping. Moreover, non-isomorphism provides a strong argument for a prosodic ‘indirect
reference’ approach.

End-based mapping also reduces the role of function words in syntax-to-phonology
mapping. Nespor & Vogel (1986) had observed that prosodic phrasing of function words is
much less isomorphic with their syntactic role than that of lexical words. This is captured in
relation-based mapping by grouping function words on the non-recursive side of a phrase,
regardless of their syntactic constituency. Still, relation-based mapping directly refers to the
notion ‘non-lexical item’. A change in perspective is brought about by end-based mapping,
where function words need not be referred to by mapping principles. The specific prosodic
behaviour of function words (as opposed to grammatical words) is now derived from edge-
based reference to the lexical word alone.

Let us now briefly compare both models, relation-based and end-based mapping. In
the empirical domain, end-based mapping seems better-fit to account for non-isomorphisms
of syntax and phonology (such as the Shanghai Chinese case discussed above). Conceptually,
we find that end-based theory is more restrictive in the type of syntactic information which is
accessible to mapping: constituent edges plus X-bar type, rather than functionally related
information involving argument structure, such as head-complement. Should we then dismiss
relation-based mapping as a plausible model of the syntax-phonology interface? In fact this
conclusion seems rather premature. Chen (1990) criticizes end-based theory for imposing too
strong limits on the types of syntactic structure referred to by mapping. He argues that, in
addition to syntactic edges, there is still a major role in mapping for syntactic relations (head-
complement, but also argument-adjunct), adducing evidence for his claims from data of
Xiamen Chinese tone sandhi. Both end-based and relation-based mapping principles,
according to Chen, serve essential functions in the organization of speech “[...] demarcation
highlights the endpoints of grammatically important constituents, e.g. word, phrase, clause.
[...] Grouping, on the other hand, links grammatically related items to form a unit of speech
production.” Chen goes on to suggest that “phonological processes serving a demarcative
function tend to operate within end-base derived prosodic relations, while coarticulation
effects typically occur within a relation-based unit of processing.” Future research will have
to show to what extent end-based and relation-based principles are mutually reducible.12

                    
12. For example, Bao (1996) reanalyses the case of Xiamen tone sandhi in an edge-based framework.



5.1.2. Arboreal mapping

Zec & Inkelas (1990) criticize Nespor & Vogel’s relation-based model of phrasing (discussed
in section 4.2) for reducing the role of branchingness to a peripheral one. They claim that
prosodic branchingness is a key notion in the syntax-phonology interface, and that it may
even affect the distribution of particles - a partly syntactic phenomenon.

To support their claim that branchingness directly affects prosodic phrasing, Zec &
Inkelas discuss the following case from Hausa. Hausa has a particle fa serving to emphasize
the immediately preceding material. The key interest of fa resides in its distribution, which is
stated most concisely in terms of the prosodic structure (rather than syntactic structure).
Consider the following examples:

(35) a. *Ya [sayi fa teburin]φ
  he  bought table-def.
‘he bought the table’

b.  Ya [sayi]φ fa [babban tebur]φ
  he  bought  big table
‘he bought a big table’

c. *Ya [sayi fa teburin]φ [jiya] φ
  he  bought table-def.  yesterday
‘he bought the table yesterday’

Zec & Inkelas (1990) argue that the distribution of fa is governed prosodically, that is, it is a
clitic subcategorized to occur at the right edge of a φ-phrase.

(36) fa: [[ ] φ ___]φ

This prosodic subcategorization is satisfied in (8b), where the verb and the branching object
NP belong to different φ-phrases, but not in (8a) and (8c), where the verb is grouped in a φ-
phrase together with a non-branching object - hence their ungrammaticality. The mapping
algorithm, which differs from Nespor & Vogel’s in directly encoding branchingness, is stated
in (37):

(37) Phonological Phrase Algorithm
a. Prominent phrases are mapped into their own phonological phrases.
b. From the bottom up, branching nodes are mapped into phonological phrases.
c. No two phonological words on opposite sides of an XP boundary may be
    phrased together to the exclusion of any material in either XP.

Crucial provisions are (37b-c). The former refers to branchingness, giving preference to
syntactic sister nodes in forming prosodic phrases. Provision (37c) rules out the mapping of
the string /sayi babban/ in (35b) as a single phonological phrase, as that would strand tebur,
which is part of the same NP as babban, in a phrase of its own. In sum, the distribution of
Hausa fa cannot be captured without reference to the notion ‘branching node’. Moreover,
since branchingness co-determines grammatical distribution, it must be part of the mapping
itself, rather than merely a low-level effect of restructuring, as in Nespor & Vogel’s theory.

In support of provision (37a), which states that prominent phrases are mapped into
their own phonological phrases, Zec & Inkelas present a further example (38). Mapping of
sayi and teburin into a single phrase is blocked due to emphasis on the second element. This
is evidence that emphasis affects prosodic phrasing:



(38)  Ya [sayi]φ fa [teburin]φ
  he bought table-def. (emph.)
‘he bought the table’

Cross-linguistically, constituents tend to behave as prosodic islands under emphasis even if
they are prosodically nonbranching. This observation has a parallel in intonational phrasing,
for which it is known that constituents marked with specific types of semantic information
(narrow focus, specificity, definiteness) behave as intonationally independent (Selkirk 1984,
1995, Cho 1990, Reinhart 1996; interactions of emphatic clitics and intonation are studied in
Lahiri & Fitzpatrick-Cole, this volume; interactions of focus and intonation in Hendriks, this
volume).

From the preceding discussion, it should be clear that Inkelas & Zec (1995) do not
accept Pullum & Zwicky’s unidirectional model of the syntax-phonology interface (discussed
in section 4.5). In Inkelas & Zec’s new model, the interface processes information flowing in
both directions: from syntax into phonology, as well as from phonology into syntax. This
implies that syntax and phonology are ‘co-present’. But the nature of the phonological
influence on syntax cannot be unrestricted. Given the mapping model, interface conditions are
inherently prosodic. Hence it is predicted by Inkelas & Zec’s model that any influence of
phonology on syntax should be prosodic in nature, and presumably stated in terms of prosodic
branchingness.13

To back up their argument that syntax may be affected by prosodic structure, Zec &
Inkelas discuss the following data from Serbo-Croation:

(39) a.  [[Taj]ω  [covek]ω]NP     voleo-je Mariju
  that    man     loved-AUX Mary
“that man loved Mary”

b. *[[Petar]ω]NP     voleo-je Mariju
    Peter     loved-AUX Mary
  “Peter loved Mary”

c.   [[Petar]ω [Petrovic]ω]NP  voleo-je Mariju
    Peter      Petrovic       loved-AUX Mary
  “Peter Petrovic loved Mary”

Serbo-Croation topicalization is sensitive to the phonological composition of the topic: it is
ungrammatical when the topic phrase falls short of the size requirerement of containing two
phonological words: a branching phonological constituent. This is the case in (39a, c), but not
in (39b).

Examples from Zec & Inkelas (1990) show that ‘branchingness’ is not a syntactic
requirement. Thus, (40a) is ungrammatical even though it has a topicalized branching PP:

                    
13. This point was in fact anticipated by Hayes (1990:91): “The phonological properties to which
syntax apparently makes reference are precisely the properties to which rules of prosodic phrasing
may refer; i.e. branchingness, heaviness, and the like. This suggests that Zec & Inkelas’s ill-formed
examples should not be ruled out in the syntactic component, but rather are ill-formed because the
rules of prosodic phrasing are unable to assign them a well-formed structure. This predicts, correctly I
think, that for phonological properties that cannot be accessed by rules of phrasing (e.g. [high] or
[coronal]), there will be no cases in which syntactic rules give the impression of referring to this
property.”



(40) a. *[Sa  [Petrom]ω]PP razgovarala-je samo Mariju
   to    Peter spoke-AUX only Mary
 “To Peter, only Mary spoke”

b.  [Sa  [Petrom]ω [Petrovicem]ω]PP razgovarala-je samo Mariju
  to    Peter         Petrovic spoke-AUX only Mary
“To Peter Petrovic, only Mary spoke”

The topicalized phrase falls short of the prosodic branchingness criterion as it contains only
one prosodic word, preceded by a clitic preposition. In contrast, the prosodically branching
PP in (40b) makes a well-formed topic.

The crux of Inkelas & Zec’s arguments is that grammatical phenomena may involve
simultaneous reference to syntactic and phonological structures. In the previous example, a
phonological notion ‘branching phrase’ and a syntactic notion ‘topicalized constituent’ are
equally relevant to the explanation of ill-formedness. Inkelas & Zec argue that these cases
defeat Pullum & Zwicky’s principle of Phonology-Free Syntax. While in a strictly technical
way, a filtering model might account for the data, such a model fails to place any limitations
on what types of phonological structure may ‘filter’ syntactic outputs. Inkelas & Zec argue
that the grammar must allow for the copresence of syntax and phonology (Inkelas 1989),
which is mediated through prosody.

(41) Copresence hypothesis
Prosodic and syntactic structure are autonomous and copresent.

In comparison to Pullum & Zwicky, the crucial difference is not so much the parallelism of
syntax and phonology as opposed to a serial model.14 It rather resides in the bidirectionality of
information passed back and forth between syntax and phonology through the interface.

5.2. Is all phrasal phonology syntax-blind?

A second major theme of recent research in the syntax-phonology interface is this: does all
phrasal phonology apply within prosodic domains (resulting in complete blindness to
syntactic information), or is there a residue of phonology which directly refers to syntactic
information?

Thus far we have been focussing on ‘indirect reference’ models, according to which
phrasal phonology is sensitive to syntactic information indirectly, by means of an interface
mapping a limited kind of syntactic information (relations, or edges) into prosodic phrases. It
is predicted that phrasal phonology cannot be sensitive to any other syntactic information than
what is relevant in the mapping. However, a class of counterexamples undermine this strong
hypothesis: certain phrase-level phonological rules have been claimed to be directly sensitive
to syntactic information. Such rules refer to syntactic information which according to relation-
based or end-based theories, should be inaccessible as a result of the mapping.

Consider the following example from Hausa (Kraft & Kirk-Green 1973, as cited in
Hayes 1990). In Hausa, final long vowels of verbs appear as short when the verb precedes a
full NP direct object, as in (42c):

                    
14. Pullum & Zwicky (1988:259) actually “[...] regard the limited (but still insufficient) move toward
nonderivational thinking in generative linguistics as eminently desirable and long overdue.”



(42) a. ná«  ká:mà« ‘I have caught (it)’
b. ná«  ká:mà«  ší ‘I have caught it’
c. ná«  ká:mà   kí«fí« ‘I have caught a fish’
d. ná«  ká:mà«  wà  Mú«sá«  kí«fí« ‘I have caught Musa a fish’

Observe that (42a-b) have no full object (none in 42a, a pronominal one in 42b). Non-
application in (42d) shows that a full direct object must directly follow for shortening to take
effect. In its reference to morpho-syntactic categories ‘verb’ and ‘direct object’, the
shortening rule is sensitive to information that should be unaccessible, at least under the
maximally restrictive viewpoint that mapping is blind to lexical category. To account for such
‘direct’ reference to morphosyntax by phrasal phonology, two types of proposal have been
made, which we will briefly discuss in separate sections below.

One possibility is to reject the indirect reference model in favour of a model which
allows reference to morphosyntactic structure by a specific class of phrasal phonological rule
(Kaisse 1985, section 4.3.1). The alternative is to adhere to the indirect reference model, and
locate any morphosyntactic influence on phrasal phonology outside the phrasal component.
This is the proposal made by Hayes (1990, section 4.3.2): any ‘phrasal’ phonology referring
to syntactic information is actually not phrasal, but lexical. This model ‘precompiles’
syntactic contexts by setting up subcategorization frames, associated with lexically derived
forms.

In Kaisse’s (1985, 1990) ‘direct reference’ model, the Post-Lexical Phonology
contains two classes of rule: those applying directly following the syntax may refer to
morphosyntactic information (P1), while a second class of post-lexical rule are blind to
morphosyntactic information, and sensitive to temporal adjacency only (P2). In order to avoid
circularity (rendering the theory empirically vacuous) criteria must be established for
membership of either class of phonological rule. Kaisse develops such criteria in connection
to the well-known syndrome of properties of lexical rules (obligatoriness, neutralisation,
exceptionality; Kiparsky 1982, 1985). She thus extends a well-established distinction of rule
typology into the Post-Lexical Phonology. A somewhat unsatisfactory aspect of this proposal
is that it introduces a new class of syntax-sensitive rules (P1), rather than actually reducing
their properties to those of lexical rules. Such an attempt was made by Odden (1990) and
Hayes (1990), to which we now turn.

A second proposal to allow direct reference to syntax by phonological rules was made
by Odden (1990). His Lexical Sandhi Theory differs from Kaisse’s theory in locating syntax
sensitive rules (Kaisse’s P1 rules) in the lexicon, rather than in the post-lexical component.
This has the considerable advantage of keeping post-lexical phonology syntax-free. There is
another important consequence of this model: lexicon and syntax must become ‘parallel’ in
the sense that for a ‘lexical’ rule to refer to syntactic structure, both components must have
access to one another.

Abstracting away from the differences, both Kaisse’s and Odden’s models are based
on the idea that phonological rules may directly refer to syntactic information. An alternative
theory, which preserves the indirect reference approach as well as the fruits of the Lexical
Phonology model, was proposed by Hayes (1990). His Pre-Compiled Phrasal Phonology is a
theory of residue of phrasal phonological rules whose syntax-sensitivity cannot be reduced to
prosodic phrasing. Adhering to the strongest hypothesis that phrasal phonology never directly
refers to syntactic information, this theory preserves the resticted nature of syntax-phonology-
mapping (according to which the mapping only accesses specific kinds of syntactic
information, for example relation-based), rather than weakening the mapping by an increased
reference to syntax. The central idea is that reference to syntax can only be made by
phonological rules which apply in the lexicon. These rules are special in the sense that they
‘precompile’ the effects of syntactic context in the lexicon, that is, without the actual syntactic
context being present at that point.

In motivating lexical phonological rules referring ahead to syntactic contexts, Hayes
draws an analogy with phrasally conditioned allomorphy. Allomorphs of the English article



{ a pear ~ an apple} depend on phrasal phonological context; yet no one would propose an
analysis involving some morpholexical rule at the phrasal level. Instead both allomorphs are
‘precompiled’ in the lexicon, in the sense that their proper phrasal contexts are included in
subcategorization frames. Hayes generalizes ‘precompilation’ to lexical phonological rules.
Such lexical rules may produce sets of output forms, each marked with an individual syntactic
insertion frame to guarantee proper lexical insertion.

Pre-compiled phrasal phonology uses two ingredients: (i) lexical phonological rules
producing phonological shape alternants are contextually conditioned by (ii) phonological
instantiation frames, ‘phrasal’ contexts defined in terms of morphosyntactic structures. The
Hausa shortening example from (42) is now analysed by a pair of a lexical rule (43a) and an
instantiation frame (43b):

(43) a. Hausa Shortening:

V« → V / [ ... ___][Frame 1]

b. Frame 1: [VP ___ NP ...], NP non-pronominal

Three predictions follow from this model. First, syntax-sensitive phrasal phonological rules
must be lexical, and therefore display the syndrome of properties of lexical rules (these are
obligatory, neutralizing, and may have exceptions). Second, precompiled phrasal rules must
precede ‘postlexical’ phrasal rules, since the former apply in the lexicon (while the latter are
postsyntactic). Third, precompiled phrasal rules may precede lexical rules (examples of this
kind are found in Hausa, Mende, Kimatuumbi). The latter type of situation is not predicted by
Kaisse’s (1985) model, which does not allow for P1 rules feeding lexical rules.

In return, Kaisse (1990) has pointed out a class of data which pose problems to the
precompilation model. Modern Greek has a process of hiatus resolution applying between
words, which depends on lexical category. Either of the vowels in hiatus deletes, but which
vowel deletes depends on a hierarchy of vocalic ‘strength’. A precompilation model cannot
deal with this kind of situation, in which mutual dependencies hold between the alternating
morphemes — severe complications of instantiation frames would arise. Odden (1990) points
out similar problems related to interactions of precompiled rules in Kimatuumbi.

We conclude that the issue of whether phrasal phonology has direct access to syntax
has not yet been satisfactorily solved.

6. Recent Developments: Phrasal Phonology in Optimality Theory

In its relatively brief existence, Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy &
Prince 1993a,b) has produced a shift in perspective on the syntax-phonology mapping. This
shift has become manifest in a small, but rapidly growing body of contributions (McCarthy
1993, Selkirk 1995, Helsloot 1995, Truckenbrodt 1995, Bao 1996, Golston 1996, Peperkamp
1996, Yip this volume). The innovation is that the syntax-phonology mapping is modelled as
a set of universal but violable constraints functioning to align edges of syntactic and prosodic
categories, and interacting with domain-specific constraints (of morpho-syntactic or prosodic
well-formedness). Below we will assume some familiarity on the part of the reader with basic
principles of OT, and focus on the consequences for the study of phrasal phonology.

Consider the following basic principles of OT:

(44) Violability . Constraints are violable, but violation is minimal.
Parallelism. Constraints of different types compete within a single hierarchy.

Violability implies that the syntax-phonology interface is modelled by interactions of soft
constraints. Parallelism implies that the mapping is co-determined by constraints of different
functional domains. For example, end-based constraints interact with ‘pure’ prosodic well-



formedness constraints. A direct advantage of this approach is the elimination of restructuring
operations on the output of the syntax-phonology mapping. (This was anticipated by Inkelas
& Zec 1990.) In sum, phrasal phonology is redefined as the area of interaction of universal
and violable constraints belonging to different functional domains. An illustration of this new
conception is provided by Selkirk (1995), to which we will now turn.

6.1. End-Based Mapping in Optimality Theory

The Optimality Theory of the syntax-phonology interface proposed in Selkirk (1995)
abandons a parametric approach in favor of the interaction of ranked and violable constraints.
Selkirk’s theory is modular, in the sense that functionally diverse types of constraints interact
within a single hierarchy, where they obey general Optimality-Theoretic principles of strict
domination and minimal violation. Constraints in Selkirk’s theory of phrasal phonology are
functionally heterogenous in the following sense: some make requirements on pure prosodic
well-formedness, others on morphosyntactic well-formedness, and still others on alignment of
morphosyntactic and prosodic categories. The latter type are the interface constraints ‘proper’.

To start with the latter type, alignment constraints state requirements on the matching
of edges of morphosyntactic and prosodic categories.15 The format of alignment constraints,
as it was developed by McCarthy & Prince (1993), is a direct successor of end-based mapping
(see again section 5.1.1). For example, the Word Condition (WDCON) requires that Lexical
Words coincide with Prosodic Words in the following way:

(45) WDCON
16

Align (Lex, L, PWd, L) & Align (Lex, R, PWd, R)
“The right (resp. left) edge of every Lexical Word must coincide with the right (resp.
  left) edge of some Prosodic Word.”

This constraint is violated when a function word is incorporated in a Prosodic Word together
with a Lexical Word, as in procliticization in [to London]PWd. In the typical OT way, WDCON
is both universal and violable. Although it is part of the grammar of every language, whether
high-ranked or low-ranked, it may be violated in order to satisfy higher-ranking constraints.
(In principle, at least: in English it is never violated, as we will see below.)

A second noteworthy aspect of Selkirk’s interface constraints is that they are blind to
functional categories, and exclusively refer to lexical categories. This preserves the insight of
earlier work in end-based mapping (Selkirk 1986, Selkirk & Shen 1990, reviewed in section
5.1.1) that edges of lexical categories are sufficient for prosodic phrasing.

Thirdly, alignment requirements are intrinsically ‘asymmetrical’, due to their format:
“For every edge of type X there must be some edge of type Y” (McCarthy & Prince 1993b).
For example, WDCON requires that every edge of PWd match some edge of Lexical Word. A
complementary requirement, that every edge of Lexical Word match some edge of PWd, is
stated in the Prosodic Word Condition ( PWDCON) below:

                    
15. Alignment may also be required between edges of two prosodic categories, for example Prosodic
Word and Prosodic Phrase in ALIGN-PPh (50a).

16. Note that WDCON is actually a conjunction of two alignment constraints, for left and right edges,
respectively.



(46) PWDCON

Align (PWd, L, Lex, L) & Align (PWd, R, Lex, R)
“The right (resp. left) edge of every Prosodic Word must coincide with the right (resp.
  left) edge of some Lexical Word.”

Unlike WDCON, this constraint is violated by a function word analysed as a PWd, e.g. [at]PWd.
The alignment approach to mapping thus decomposes the ‘LxWd equals PwWd’ requirement
into two separate constraints, allowing a more fine-grained analysis of edge-based effects. As
we will see below, PWDCON (46) is violable in English, while WDCON (45) is not.

The second type of constraint in Selkirk’s theory are prosodic domination constraints,
which spell out various requirements on hierarchical relations between prosodic categories,
with respect to headship, rank of category, or exhaustivity. Selkirk thus decomposes the Strict
Layer Hypothesis into a set of constraints17, which have the following general shapes:

(47) Constraints on prosodic domination (Selkirk 1995:443):
a.  LAYEREDNESS No Ci dominates a Cj, j > i
b.  HEADEDNESS Any Ci must dominate a Ci-1

c.  EXHAUSTIVITY No Ci immediately dominates a Cj, j < i-1
d.  NONRECURSIVITY No Ci dominates a Ci

Each of the categories ‘C’ in these constraints can be instantiated by specific values (PWd, Ft,
etc.) producing families of constraints. Again, the major difference with earlier theories is that
these constraints (in principle, at least) are violable, depending on their mutual ranking within
a language-specific hierarchy.

The key interactions in phrasal phonology are those between constraints on prosodic
domination with interface constraints. As an illustration of this interaction type, we now turn
to Selkirk’s analysis of clitics in the phrasal phonology of English. We will focus on weak
and strong forms of prepositions, which is known to depend on their positions in the phrase.
Based on various types of distributional evidence, Selkirk argues that prepositions which are
non-final in their phrase (e.g. to London) procliticize as ‘free clitics’ to the following Lexical
Word (48a), rather than incorporate into it. But in phrase-final position, prepositions always
occur in their strong forms (*What did you look [�]t), which shows that these have the status
of independent Prosodic Words (48b).

(48) a.     PPh b.      PPh
    /   \       /  \
 σ   PWd PWd  PWd
  |       |    |  |
to London look     at

This asymmetry between final and non-final clitics is captured by the interaction of prosodic
domination constraints and alignment constraints in a single hierarchy:

(49) Partial constraint hierarchy of English phrasal phonology
ALIGN-PPh, WDCON, NONRECPwd  »  PWDCON » EXHPPh

Individual constraints that make up this hierarchy are defined in (50):

                    
17. In the spirit of earlier work by Inkelas (1989) and Itô & Mester (1992).



(50) a. ALIGN-PPh Align (PPh, R, PWd, R)
“The right edge of every PPh coincides with the right edge of  a PWd.”

b. WDCON Align (Lex, L, PWd, L) & Align (Lex, R, PWd, R)
“Every lexical word coincides with a prosodic word.”

c. NONRECPWdNo PWd immediately dominates a PWd.
“PWd is nonrecursive.”

d. PWDCON Align (PWd, L, Lex, L) & Align (PWd, R, Lex, R)
“Every prosodic word coincides with a lexical word.”

e. EXHPPh No PPh immediately dominates a constituent below PWd.
“No PPh immediately dominates a Ft or σ.”

We will exemplify this analysis, and illustrate its merits, by two tableaux, one of a non-final
preposition (to London), and another of a phrase-final one (...look at).

First, function words which are non-final in a syntactic phrase procliticise to Prosodic
Word, without being integrated in it. This behaviour is predicted by the ranking in (49) in the
following way. Integration of the function word in a PWd is blocked by high-ranking WDCON,
excluding candidate (51a). Another attempt at prosodic integration of the function word by
setting up a recursive PWd structure fails on NONRECPWd, excluding (51d). Finally, analyzing
the function word as an independent PWd runs into PWDCON, excuding (51c). The net effect
of these three constraints is that the function word is compelled to remain a bare syllable at
the left edge of a phrase, as in (51b). This candidate is optimal even though it violates EXHPPh,
the prosodic domination constraint militating against any PPh immediately dominating a bare
syllable. In sum, this tableau motivates the low ranking of EXHPPh:

(51) WDCON, NONRECPWd, PWDCON » EXHPPh

Candidates ALIGN

-PPh
WDCON NONRECPWd PWDCON EXHPPh

a.      ([to London]PWd )PPh *!
b.  ☞ (to [London]PWd )PPh *
c.      ([to]PWd [London]PWd )PPh *!
d.      ([to [London]PWd ]PWd )PPh *! *

In contrast, phrase-final prepositions (look at) occur as strong forms, hence as independent
Prosodic Words. This means that PWDCON is violated to satisfy three high-ranked constraints:
ALIGN-PPh, WDCON, and NONRECPwd:

(52) ALIGN-PPh, WDCON, NONRECPWd » PWDCON

Candidates ALIGN-
PPh

WDCON NONRECPWd PWDCON EXHPPh

a.        ([look at]PWd )PPh *!
b.        ([look]PWd at)PPh *! *
c.   ☞ ([look]PWd [at]PWd )PPh *
d.        ([[look]PWd at]PWd )PPh *!

We now see the purely-prosodic alignment constraint ALIGN-PPh in action, ruling out (52a).
Encliticization of the function word to a PWd (52b) is ruled out by WDCON, while NONRECPWd

blocks recrursive PWd structure (52d).
In sum, this analysis has the virtue of using maximally simple ingredients (a small set



of constraints, instantiating the general formats of alignment and prosodic domination) whose
interaction produces an apparently complex distribution. By decomposing mapping principles
into interface constraints, and strict layering into prosodic domination constraints, interactions
are simply modelled by OT principles of interaction (strict domination, minimal violation).

6.2. Interactions of mapping and Focus

Another illustration of the OT approach to phrasal phonology is Truckenbrodt’s 1995 Ph.D.
dissertation. We will pay attention to what we consider to be the three main contributions of
this work, that is, its introduction of the constraint family WRAP-XP, its emphasis on factorial
typology, and the integration of constraints on Focus into the theory.

The key observation motivating WRAP-XP is that in many languages prosodic phrases
preserve the integrity of major syntactic phrases, in the sense that these are not split between
different Φs. The actual argument is built on prosodic phrasing in Chichewa (Kanerva 1989),
as compared with those of two other Bantu languages: Chi Mwi:ni (Kisseberth & Abasheikh
1976) and Kimatuumbi (Odden 1987). Prosodic phrasings for two major types of syntactic
structure in Chichewa are presented below:

(53) a. [V NP]VP (tinabá  gáálu)Φ
we-stole the-dog

b. [NP VP]IP (fíisi)Φ (anadyá ‘m-káango)Φ
the hyena ate the-lion

A verb-plus-single-complement is mapped onto a single Φ (53a), while an IP is split into two
Φs between the subject and predicate (53b). In fact all three Bantu languages behave similarly
for both types of syntactic structure. That is, a lexical projection consisting of a head and a
single complement is mapped onto a single Φ, while a functional projection consisting of two
lexical projections maps onto two Φs. There is a simple way to account for these mappings by
the following alignment constraint:

(54) ALIGN-XP Align (XP, R; Φ, R)
“Each XP is followed by a Φ-boundary”

As long as values of XP range over maximal lexical projections, this constraint produces the
correct results regardless of its ranking with respect to other constraints.

Differences between the languages occur in the case of a verb with two complements.
In Chichewa (55a) this entire structure is mapped onto a single Φ as in (53a). But Chi Mwi:ni
maps this complex VP onto two Φs, one for the verb plus first complement, and another for
the second complement (55b). Kimatuumbi selects yet another mapping, differing from both
others in being recursive.18 Here the verb and its first complement form a Φ that is embedded
in a superordinate Φ together with the second complement.

                    
18. See Ladd (1986) for a motivation of recursive prosodic phrasing on the basis of intonation.



(55) a. Chichewa [V NP NP]VP (anaményá nyumbá ndí mwáála)Φ
 he-hit the-house with-a-rock

b. Chi Mwi:ni [V NP NP]VP (panzize cho:mbo)Φ (mwa:la)Φ
 he-ran the vessel onto-the-rock

c. Kimatuumbi [V NP NP]VP ((naampéi kL�koloombé)Φ Mambóondo)Φ
  I-him-gave the-shell to-Mamboondo

Observe that the Chichewa mapping (55a) violates ALIGN-XP, since the first complement NP,
a maximal lexical projection, is not followed by a Φ boundary. Clearly this mapping has the
virtue of preserving the integrity of the VP as a single Φ. This is expressed by WRAP-XP:

(56) WRAP-XP “Each XP is contained in a phonological phrase”

WRAP-XP is violated by any maximal lexical projection that does not form a Φ by itself, or is
not part of a larger Φ. The restriction to lexical projections excludes wrapping effects from IP
or other functional projections. (Note that this is simply an instantiation of Selkirk’s principle
of invisibility of functional elements.) It is empirically supported by the contrast between the
complex VP (55a) and the IP (53b), both of which contain two lexical projections, but with a
key difference: only the complex VP is subject to wrapping since it is a lexical projection.

Next, Chi Mwi:ni (54b) has its priorities reversed as compared to Chichewa, keeping
ALIGN-XP satisfied at the expense of WRAP-XP (the complex VP is not contained by a single
Φ). Finally, Kimatuumbi (55c) satisfies both ALIGN-XP and WRAP-XP, while it violates yet a
third constraint:

(57) NON-REC “No Φ dominates a Φ”

This is an instantiation of Selkirk’s NONRECURSIVITY (47d).
Differences between the three Bantu languages thus occur by variations in ranking

among three constraints:

(58) a. Chichewa WRAP-XP, NON-REC » ALIGN-XP
b. Chi Mwi:ni ALIGN-XP, NON-REC » WRAP-XP
c. Kimatuumbi WRAP-XP, ALIGN-XP » NON-REC

Let us now look into tableaux of phrasings of two major types of syntactic structures
of Chichewa, that of IP in (59), and complex VP in (60). Tableau (59) shows the case of an
IP, where WRAP-XP plays no role for the top node IP since it is a functional projection. Hence
both other constraints simply determine the outcome, a two-Φ-phrasing:

(59) NON-REC » ALIGN-XP

 FctP1

 LexP2     LexP3 WRAP-XP NON-REC ALIGN-XP
a. ( )Φ *!

b. ☞ ( )Φ ( )Φ

c. (( )Φ )Φ *!

Tableau (60) shows that WRAP-XP is relevant for a lexical projection, VP. Candidate (60b) is
ruled out by WRAP-XP for splitting up the VP between two Φs, while candidate (60c) fatally



violates NON-REC. The optimal candidate (60a) is forced to violate ALIGN-XP:

(60) WRAP-XP, NON-REC » ALIGN-XP

                      LexP1

    X    LexP2           LexP3 WRAP-XP NON-REC ALIGN-XP

a. ☞ (                       )Φ *

b. (        )Φ   (        )Φ *!

c. ((             )Φ            )Φ *!

The explanatory power of this theory further increases when we consider interactions
of phrasing and focus in Chichewa. In many languages focussed material influences prosodic
phrasing in such a way that focussed material is prosodically insulated (Lahiri & Fitzpatrick-
Cole, this volume). In Chichewa, insulation occurs by inserting a Φ-boundary after a focused
element, see (61b):

(61) a. (anagóná mnyumbá yá mávúuto)Φ
[they-slept [in-Mavuto’s-house  ]NP ]VP
‘They slept in Mavuto’s house’

b. (anagóona)Φ (mnyumbá yá mávúuto)Φ
‘They slept in Mavuto’s house’

This effect is due to a focus-alignment constraint ALIGN-FOC:

(62) ALIGN-FOC

Align (Foc, R; Φ, R)  “Each focused constituent is followed by a Φ-boundary”

This constraint is undominated in Chichewa, as will become clear shortly. Again, the
crucial case is that of a verb with two complements. A Φ-boundary occurs after the focussed
verb, but also, quite suprisingly, after its first complement NP, even though the latter is not
focussed itself:

(63) a. (anaményá nyumbá ndí mwáála)Φ
1-REC.PST-hit 9-house with 3-rock
[    V [     ]NP [  ]NP]VP
‘He hit the house with a rock’

b. (anaméenya)Φ (mnyumbá)Φ (ndí mwáála)Φ
‘He hit the house with a rock’

What might be the explanation for the mysterious Φ boundary after the first NP complement?
In fact, it is very simple and elegant in Truckenbrodt’s theory. All we have to assume is that
ALIGN-FOC is undominated in Chichewa.

Tableau (64) presents three candidates. Of these, (64a) has a single Φ, fatally violating
ALIGN-FOC. Observe that this is the candidate that would ‘normally’ be selected as optimal
for complex VPs with two complements, that is, in cases that do not involve (narrow) focus.
Among the remaining candidates, both of which violate WRAP-XP, (64c) wins because this
satisfies ALIGN-XP.



(64) Emergence of the unmarked

                        LexP1

              X LexP2 LexP3
               FOC ALIGN-FOC WRAP-XP NON-REC ALIGN-XP
a.         (          )Φ *! *

b.         (     )Φ (                     )Φ * *!

c. ☞ (     )Φ (        )Φ (        )Φ *

This is a so-called emergence-of-the-unmarked effect (McCarthy & Prince 1994): due
to the high-ranked position of ALIGN-FOC, a low-ranking constraint (ALIGN-XP) jumps into
activity that is normally ‘obscured’ (by WRAP-XP) that do not involve narrow focus.

7. Conclusion

Research of phrasal phonology offers a window into the syntax-phonology interface, which is
of direct relevance to models of the grammar. Current research has established a number of
important results, including the non-isomorphism of prosodic and syntactic constituency, the
cross-linguistic relevance of prosodic categories, the relative autonomy of syntax and
phonology, and prosodic (non-segmental) nature of the phonological influence on syntactic
distribution.

However, a number of issues have not been resolved yet: the issue of what types of
syntactic information are referred to by the mapping (relation-based, end-based, both), the
issue of directness of reference to syntax by phrasal phonology, and finally the issue of the
directionality of the interface.

With the shift from serial to parallel models of grammatical organization, which has
been emphasised by Optimality Theory, issues in phrasal phonology have been placed in a
partly different perspective. For example, the ‘directionality’ issue is redefined as follows:
given the interaction of functionally diverse constraints within a single hierarchy, to what
extent do interface constraints (‘syntax-phonology alignment’) dominate syntactic constraints
in the grammar? Future research will have to answer these questions, and be able to clarify
the nature of the relations between grammatical components.
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